Our Astronomical Column.
JuPITER AND VENUs.-On Mar. 14 a conjunction of Jupiter with the new moon will be very interesting for two reasons, namely, the near approach of the two bodies, and the convenient hour at which it happens. The event will take place on Mar. 14, at about 10 P.M., at which time Jupiter will be apparently distant from the north limb of the moon about fourtenths of a degree only. The picture afforded by these objects so near together will be enhanced by the presence of the brilliant planet Venus lying about 10 degrees north-west of the others. Jupiter is now becoming fainter with increasing distance from the earth, but Venus will attain its maximum brilliancy on Mar. 15, and shine with striking lustre amid the twilight of the north ·west.
This planet is now travelling sunwards and will disappear from the evening sky after the middle of April, but will return to view in the morning twilight of May.
MARCH METEORs.-There are no special displays of meteors recurrent in March, but fireballs are fairly prevalent. Though meteors are not abundant they will deserve special attention, for March and the other spring months have been much neglected in past y ears. A few careful observations in March are, therefore, worth a large number obtained in the summer or autumn months when investigations in this field have been already conducted to a considerable extent in past years.
During about the third week in March, meteoric radiants at 161 o + 59° and 312° + 79° have been occasionally exhibited, and there are really a great number of feeble systems slightly manifested, but possibly many of these are relics of ancient displays now very attenuated by frequent encounters with the terrestrial atmosphere in past ages. AuRORA BOREALis.-On Wednesday evening, Feb. 27, an unusual and striking display of aurora was observed from various parts of Great Britain. It has been described as the Zodiacal light, but the exhibition appears to have been of too brilliant a character to be considered as formed by the latter phenomenon. A correspondent at Burnham-on-Sea noticed the strange light just before 10 P.M. Its aspect was that of an intensely coloured band stretching across the No. 3097, VoL. 123) northern horizon. It remained some time and passed slowly in a direction far to the westward. The beam was strikingly luminous and finally disappeared soon afterwards.
Accounts have come from many stations descriptive of the event and of the change in position and location which the chief feature assumed. Several people thought it a remarkable meteoric fireball with very slow motion and long duration.
From the south coast of Devonshire, and from Wiltshire and other stations, observers refer to the vivid nature of the spectacle. It was first detected at about 9.30 P.M. and had nearly disappeared from view 20 minutes afterwards. Mr. B. G. Hoare, writing from Inverness, states that the display was visible from 8.30 P.M. until midnight. At some stations streamers of pale light ascended from the horizon to considerable heights and were traceable at the zenith. Changes constantly affected their intensities and positions. The cloud or luminous band was the most conspicuous feature and its variations were very notable. It drifted westwards, and in its transit passed over numbers of the stars, which, however, remained distinctly visible in many cases.
THE CATANIA ASTROGRAPHIO CATALOGUE.-The Catania Observatory undertook the zone between North Dec!. 46° and 55° in the Astrographic Catalogue. It has had many difficulties to surmount through deaths of directors and shortage of funds, but is now issuing instalments of the Catalogue at short intervals under the direction of Prof. G. A. Favaro. The two latest instalments (vol. 7, part 2, dec!. 52° to 54°, R.A. 3h to 6h; and vol. 8, part 2, dec!. 53° to 55°, R.A. 3h to 6h) have lately been issued ; it will be seen that dec!. 53° to 54 o is common to both volumes. The catalogue gives both the rectangular co-ordinates and the R.A. and Dec!. for 1900·0 for every star. Most of the observatories limit themselves to rectangular co-ordinates, but Catania having once embarked on the more ambitious programme is unwilling to relinquish it. It has of course many conveniences ; the separate determinations for each star are immediately comparable without any reduction. The faintest magnitude included is 12·0.
